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In our tranquil areas throughout Quadrant

Gardens, residents have taken their leisure time

to relax and enjoy a good book or chat amongst

themselves.

As the Quadrant Gardens community grows, the

more one realises that retirement is a beginning

to a new stage of one’s life. With the freedom of

the “lock up and go” and the reassurance of

safety, security and ultimately care, when

needed, there is no better time than now to

come along to experience the Quadrant

Gardens Lifestyle.

 

Have a fantastic festive season and hope to

welcome you at Quadrant Gardens in 2021.

“You had me
at hello “

By Adam Munga, Manager 

at Quadrant Gardens
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Quadrant Living is a lifestyle newsletter that will

showcase the luxury lifestyle at Quadrant Gardens. We

are starting our newsletter off at an appropriate time of

year of festivity and much needed family time. We are

definitely looking forward to 2021 to be the year of

new beginnings with great innovation and making life

simpler.

Post national lockdown level 2, the residents are

starting to reintegrate and enjoy the variety of

activities Quadrant Gardens has to offer. Movies days

are back with a list of the most loved classics and

newer releases, the rooftop garden has produced an

abundance of herbs and select vegetables that our

restaurant uses in their freshly prepared daily meals. 

- Jerry Maguire (1996)



You would be wrong to think that horizontal has

anything to do with ‘lying down’ for the new breed

of retiree. Retirement in the future will have less to

do with winding down and more to do with gearing

up.

The Silent Generation were happy to sit back and

relax, spend more time in the garden or on the golf

course and made the move out of the city to the

coast or the countryside to enjoy their perfect

retirement. But their children, the Baby Boomers

have quite a different retirement in mind. Many

cannot wait for the magic 65 to come along when

they are determined to start ticking off their long list

of things to do and places to go. Indeed some

retirees will even start a whole new business

venture with their newly won freedom from

employment.

We may all be living longer, but length of

life and quality of life is not the same thing.

The retiree of the future is technology savvy and

he, and she, will most certainly retain access to

all levels of information channels which have

become an integral part of their lives both at

work and at play. Fitness trackers and smart

apps will not be buried in drawers they will

continue to be used and updated. The thirst for

information will thrive as more free time is filled

with searching out great deals on travel

destinations. Whether it’s a short city trip, a

month overseas or an off road experience, life is

an adventure to be enjoyed.

It is a rule of the market, when the customer

changes the product has to change too.

Staying in the family home when one retires may

sound attractive but often it is not the preferred

option.
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Maintenance, security, rates and costs associated

with appliance renewals put an unpredictable

burden on retiree finances. In retirement, the Silent

Generation replicated their family home choosing a

single story cottage style house, of course with

garden, in a retirement area or village. In the Baby

Boomer generation the term ‘lock up and go’ cannot

be over emphasised, their needs are different, a

hassle free, chic apartment in a central location is

top of the list and they may well choose small over

expansive for a place in their preferred area.

Especially when so many will be using it as a base in

early retirement years from which to explore and

travel. When travelling becomes less attractive as

one ages, vertical retirement living can easily

provide just the amenities and services the Baby

Boomers and perhaps their children are looking for.

Think multi-media, interactive gyms, virtual reality

experiences and surround sound cinemas.

Apartments in vertical developments can be

technically equipped to provide residents with

everything from health monitoring to computer

generated ‘mind games’, all vital to retain or

improve mental fitness.
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When it comes to choosing where to retire to and

how to spend one’s retirement there are multiple

options. It is an important decision to make not

only for the retiree and his or her partner but also

for the whole family, the children and even the

grandchildren.

Staying in the family home in familiar

surroundings is often the preferred option. It is the

easy choice, a ‘safe option’ in retirement. However

as one ages does one really still want the burden of

increased home maintenance, management of

garden services and cleaning personnel?

Frustration can kick in if things are not as they used

to be and when the actual cost of upkeep of the

property eats into retirement savings. Then when

one becomes less active, or is living alone there is

the question of care and safety which give rise to

family concerns. In situations like the present

where the market value of a property being sold is

lower that one expected several years ago, retirees

need to get real value for money when they decide

to move house.

Choosing a Life Right scheme on the other hand

actually offers many advantages. Firstly there is

no transfer duty to pay, no conveyance fee and

no vat applicable on a Life Right purchase. There

is usually also the opportunity to discuss the price

and structure the Life Right to suit individual

requirements. Life Right units often have an

onsite care centre, an added bonus that, meaning

care is close at hand without needing to move

again. But perhaps the biggest advantage of

choosing a Life Right is the fact that all

maintenance for the apartment or cottage is

funded by the scheme owner and not the retiree.

There is usually a fixed monthly levy to pay which

covers several meals and in house services so one

can easily budget monthly with no unpleasant

surprises. The Housing Development Scheme for

Retired Persons Act gives a Life Right purchaser

wide protection. In short choosing a Life Right

Retirement option is a worry free start to really

enjoying retirement living.

Making the move to a smaller home and buying

into a sectional title scheme would seem like a

good idea until the costs are totted up and one

realises that everything from rates to maintenance

and levies charged by body corporates are by no

means fixed. Indeed an older person in a sectional

title scheme could be faced with a ‘special levy’ for

an improvement that they themselves will not

benefit from. In addition transfer duties and

additional costs all eat into savings.
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As soon as you walk into Quadrant Gardens you

feel a sense of natural warmth and stylish comfort,

all thanks to Quentin du Plooy. 

‘Q’ developed and managed the interior design

from the choice of colours and fabrics to the

amazing artworks that perfectly complement each

other and bring often forgotten areas like lift

lobbies to life. Gardens provide the inspiration for

the colour palette; soft greens and gentle shades of

gold reflect the tones of Cape Fynbos. He has

indeed created an environment reminiscent of a

fine boutique hotel paying special attention to

comfort and style with deeply upholstered furniture

in quality fabrics and prints. Quentin’s passion is

the creation of environments that are appropriate

to both form and function. He believes that interiors

create not only a canvas for living but also a mirror

of a life lived. He enjoys combining treasured

possessions with new items and design elements

that together seamlessly create new memories in a

new space.

Not only did Quentin design the interiors of

Quadrant Gardens, he also furnished and

appointed the show flat and he offers his services

to residents moving in to brand new apartments at

Quadrant Gardens too. For more information about

‘Q’ visit www.q.studio.co.za  or to view the

Quadrant Gardens show flat give Adam at Quadrant

Gardens a call on: 021 205 8600

Cape Town-born Gordon Williams’ paintings are a

unique combination of Expressionism and

Impressionism. Only in 2012 did he decide to focus

on his passion for painting, his medium is mainly

acrylic on canvas or charcoal on paper. His

landscape paintings are colourful renditions of the

rugged Swartland region where he lives. His bold

and vivid still life arrangements depict a more

domestic setting, often his own.  His work is also

part of the Spier Arts collection and he has a

number of international followers and collectors.

Working with just 3 primary colours the vibrancy of

his flowers inspires and challenges his colour

mixing skills. At Quadrant Gardens you will find

several of Gordon’s pieces, can you spot them?

Purposefully hung and chosen to complement

other design elements and colours the flower and

landscape images sit beautifully with Quadrant

Gardens.
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